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no borders
to great
British ideas
Inspired entrepreneurs are seeing their
businesses thrive overseas, as exports
boom for the UK, writes Matt Elliott

W

hether it is selling rare
vinyl albums to American record collectors,
or x-ray machines to
Indian hospitals, British businesses are
showing that exporting
and entrepreneurship
go hand in hand — and
that good ideas can
come from anywhere.
Tom Gozney, for instance, was in his
early 20s when, frustrated at a lack of
affordable pizza ovens, he built one in his
back yard. A decade later, his Dorset firm,
Gozney Ovens (No 12), is shipping hundreds of its lightweight, portable
Roccbox products to the barbecue meccas of America and Australia each week.
Inspiring stories of imagination and
innovation lie behind each of the small
and medium-sized exporters that have
achieved a place in the fifth annual Sunday Times SME WorldFirst Export Track
100, which ranks companies by their
overseas sales growth over two years,
with total sales ranging between £5m
and £25m.
As Liam Fox, the international trade
secretary, writes below, these energetic
companies are driving export growth by
showcasing the depth and quality of British creativity. Collectively, the 100 companies generated overseas sales of
£833m, up by a record average of 89% a
year in the past two years.

FAST TRACK
SME Export Track 100 ranks Britain’s
private SMEs with the fastest-growing
exports. The league table is produced
by Fast Track, the Oxford firm that
researches Britain’s top-performing
private companies and organises
invitation-only dinners for their
owners and directors to network
and to meet its sponsors.
For full ranking criteria, see page II
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Entrepreneurs and founders majorityown more than two thirds (67) of these
thriving SME exporters, while a further 11
are family-owned.
Among the nine companies owned by
their management is Wester Ross Fisheries (No 65), which sells its hand-caught
Highland salmon to high-end restaurants
in Asia. ATL Turbine Services (No 20),
which repairs aerospace equipment, is
one of nine owned by private equity.
Women founded 20 of the businesses
— a record number for the table — including those at No 2 and No 3. At No 3 is the
Glasgow-based swimwear brand Oh
Polly, co-founded by Claire Henderson,
30, who dived into the competitive world
of online fashion while she was studying
aeronautical engineering. Just four years
later, she has 2m Instagram followers.
A Fast Track survey conducted
between January and May found that
90% of this year’s SME Export Track 100
have not been discouraged from expanding overseas by Brexit. Emerging markets
such as Bangladesh and Brazil are being
targeted by 42%. While Europe is a key
market for the overwhelming majority
(85), the single most popular country for
overseas sales is America, where more
than half (54) do business. More than a
third (40) currently export to Asia and
over a quarter (27) trade in Australia.
Ecommerce has proven crucial to
exporting success, with a record 24 companies using online platforms to sell overseas. Each of the top three, and five of the
top six, generated at least 10% of their
international sales online, highlighting the
benefits of a digital shop window, as Ian
Wilson of DHL Express writes on page IV.
Manufacturing is the best represented
sector this year, with 51 companies,
including Welsh firm Reid Lifting (No 98),
one among many to benefit from Heathrow’s focus on facilitating SME exports,
as Emma Gilthorpe explores on page III.
The top four companies are among the
27 selling consumer goods, and include
the brothers behind this year’s No 1 business, womenswear brand Missy Empire.
London (32) and the southeast (22) are
the most popular regions for company
headquarters, followed by the Midlands
and the northeast, each with 11. However,
if the 2019 cohort of SME Export Track
100 companies shows anything, it is that
ideas can take shape anywhere — a sage
message to aspiring entrepreneurs.

Missy Empire founders Ish and Ash Siddique have helped to pioneer ‘fast fashion’, turning around womenswear speedily and selling it via social media

1 Missy Empire 360.27%

Online fashion retailer
Brothers Ash and Ish Siddique, 38 and
36, made clothing for high street
retailers at their father’s knitwear firm
in Manchester’s fashion district before
they decided to start selling their own
brand of womenswear.
In doing so, the co-founders of
Missy Empire pivoted from following
in the city’s textile tradition, to
becoming trailblazers in the emerging
industry of fast fashion. Part and
parcel of the growing demand for “ontrend” products, fast fashion uses a
constantly changing array of new
designs that can be turned around
quickly and then sold exclusively via
social media.
Missy Empire has excelled by

2 Missoma 325.99%

Online jewellery brand
Taking inspiration from her childhood
passion for gemstones, Marisa Hordern,
39, established this London-based
online jewellery business in 2008.
Known for its layered necklaces and
delicate earrings, its explosive growth
has been helped in part by its creations
being spotted on celebrities including
the Duchess of Sussex, actress Margot
Robbie and Cindy Crawford. The
business says 70% of its customers
come to it via Instagram. Exports hit
£5m in the year to March, thanks to
strong growth in Europe, China,
Australia and America.

securing endorsements from social
media stars, and leaning on the
brothers’ manufacturing background to
get products made in just five to ten days.
They first tested the waters by selling
cancelled factory orders on eBay before
launching the Missy Empire ecommerce
site in 2015. The business now sells
everything from scarves to swimwear —
all of which can be bought directly
through the company’s Instagram page,
which has almost 1m followers. The
brothers estimate that some 95% of the
traffic to their website comes from
people redirected by social media.
Sales hit £13.9m this year, and
sponsorship of popular bloggers and
reality TV stars with multinational
appeal — such as Scottish-Lebanese
model and blogger Emily Shak, who has

800,000 followers in countries including
the US and Denmark — has helped drive
exports to £3.3m, an average increase of
360% a year since 2017.
This success has not gone unnoticed.
Last year, it secured a six-figure
borrowing facility that allowed the firm
to quadruple its stock capacity with a
new 30,000 sq ft warehouse in
Manchester.
Marketing staff at the new HQ are
overseeing the brand’s expansion across
the key markets of America, Europe and
Australia, as well as extending its reach
in the UK. It is currently running a taxi
advertising campaign, with 100 cabs
bearing the Missy Empire branding in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool,
and Manchester. Ash and Ish are also
considering opening a warehouse in the

US, where the company has
successfully trialled next-day
shipping.
What next for the brothers who
have founded an online fast fashion
empire in Manchester, and carved
out success in a fast-evolving,
ultra-competitive industry?
Each owns a 45% stake in the
company — with 10% owned by their
father, Choudhry — and oversee its
daily running, with Ash as managing
director and Ish operations manager.
Confident in their ability to scale,
both at home and overseas, the
question is whether they can match
or surpass their fellow Mancunian
fashion giants: Missguided with
sales of £216m, and Boohoo, valued
at £2.8bn.

3 Oh Polly 300.52%
Online fashion retailer
Glasgow-based Oh Polly is known for its
figure-hugging dresses and skimpy
swimwear, which it says are designed
“for girls, by girls”. The business was
started in 2015 by Claire Henderson, 30,
and Mike Branney, 32, who were
studying engineering. Its quirkily named
clothes — from a “Tie Me A River” dress
to a “Just Beachy” bikini — have made it a
hit in Ireland, Australia and America,
helping international sales double to an
annualised £3.8m last year. In July, it
opened an office in Los Angeles to
produce curated content for its 2m
Instagram followers.

4 Mous 275.49%
Phone case designer
Combining looks, protection and
functionality, this London firm creates
cases and accessories for iPhone and
Samsung phones using natural materials
such as walnut wood, sea shell and
bamboo. Co-founders James Griffith, 30,
James Day, 27, Lucy Hutchinson, 30 and
Will Mullen, 31, have produced video
content to promote their products,
featuring phones being dropped from
heights or hit with hammers, to highlight
the quality of their cases. International
sales were boosted to £10.2m in the year
to March, thanks to growing demand
across Europe, the US and Australia.

5 Bizuma 229.46%
B2B ecommerce platform
This London firm began as a flash-sales
website before chief executive Ray
Watson, 35, integrated software that he
had created to form a B2B-only
ecommerce platform in 2014. Bizuma’s
software enables firms to export goods
and purchase from verified and vetted
suppliers in more than 50 countries.
New additions to its platform, such as a
global tendering service for construction
projects, helped boost international
sales to £24.2m in 2019, 95% of which
was generated overseas. It says growth
in China, Singapore and South America
is driving its current expansion.

Big dreams drive small business to take on the world
Bumper exports
are being fuelled
by hard work and
our reputation
for quality
LIAM
FOX
I am absolutely delighted to
see the huge range of
ambitious businesses in this
year’s SME Export Track 100.
I firmly believe that small,
dynamic companies such as
these are the future of the UK
economy, and of our export
growth, so this is a great
opportunity to celebrate their
international success.
Exporting not only
increases the profitability of
businesses, it has a positive
impact on its local economy,
encouraging growth and

creating jobs. This year’s
cohort of companies employs
8,900 people and has created
3,000 jobs in the past two
years — that’s 3,000 families
with more secure, stable
incomes thanks to exporting.
The SME Export Track 100
showcases the best of British
innovation and
entrepreneurship. I am
especially pleased to see
some familiar companies,
such as Rarewaves (No 100),
which has sold rare vinyl
records, video games, books
and CDs to buyers in more
than 170 countries.
This company worked with
the Department for
International Trade (DIT) to
build its overseas ecommerce
strategy, and has benefited
from specialist advice on
launching in China and other
complex markets.
Another is Joe & Seph’s
(No 36), the popcorn maker.
Co-founder Adam Sopher, 34,
recently joined our Export
Champion community, a

network of inspirational
business leaders who have
expanded their companies
through exporting, and are
on hand to share practical
advice to help turn exporting
ambitions into reality.
There is a market out there
for every business, no matter
its size or sector, but it is
crucial that companies are
given the support and
confidence they need to
grow, in order to unlock their
economic potential.
The DIT is committed to
ensuring that more
businesses seize global
opportunities, which is why
we launched our Export
Strategy last summer.
This was developed in
collaboration with businesses
to address the barriers they
face to exporting. As we look
to ramp up exports to 35% of
GDP, it sets out how we will
give UK companies the tools
they need to enter
international markets,
offering not just

Kate Wilson is expanding Nosy Crow books into Latin America

encouragement, but finance,
vital connections, and
valuable advice on how to
expand on the world stage.
Our website, great.gov.uk,
has a tool to help companies
identify and apply to sell
through a wide range of
international marketplaces.
Users can also find
information on financial
support from our awardwinning credit agency UK
Export Finance (UKEF), plus
live export opportunities
from across the world.
In 2017-18, UKEF provided
£2.5bn to help 191 British
companies sell to 75 markets
worldwide. Three-quarters of
these were small and
medium-sized enterprises.
According to the IMF, 90%
of global economic growth in
the next 10 to 15 years will
come from outside Europe,
so it is no surprise that 45
businesses on the SME Export
Track 100 are targeting future
expansion in Asia, while 15
are looking at Latin America.

Take Nosy Crow (No 89),
for example. Under founder
Kate Wilson, the children’s
book publisher is pursuing
Latin American opportunities
for its Portuguese and
Spanish editions. Cleaning
products company Mirius (No
67) recently secured a trio of
new contracts its bio-security
products to export to the
Middle East, Taiwan and
Brazil — assisted by a DIT
grant that helped it secure the
necessary accreditation.
Many emerging economies
have a growing middle class,
which is creating even greater
global demand for British
products. Analysis by
Standard Chartered predicts
that seven of the world’s top
ten economies in 2030 will be
made up of markets currently
“emerging” — one of the
reasons we have appointed
nine trade commissioners to
promote British trade and
prosperity across the world.
There is no better time for
companies to take advantage

of the international demand
for our products and services.
OECD figures show that
between 2016 and 2018, UK
exports grew faster than those
in Germany, France and Italy.
UK businesses are already
building a truly global Britain
through their innovation,
ambition and hard work,
contributing to our growing
economic performance and
ensuring we remain the
trading partner of choice for
so many around the world.
The UK’s position in the
global marketplace will be
made stronger with the
contribution of the SME
Export Track 100, which hail
from right across the nation.
No matter where you are in
Britain, there is much to be
proud of, and I look forward
to seeing greater success for
our world-beating companies.
The Rt Hon Liam Fox MP,
Secretary of State for
International Trade and
President of the Board of Trade
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BRITAIN’S 100 SMES WITH THE FASTEST-GROWING OVERSEAS SALES
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56

13

22
10

27

20

91
58

51
3
42

31
73
34
43
37

28
35

82
50
52

62
29

66

Activity

Missy Empire
Missoma
Oh Polly
Mous
Bizuma
Lusso Stone
Norbev
CitNow
The Marketing Practice
PharmaPac
Laser Wire Solutions
Gozney Ovens
Wilton
CMSPI
Global Equipment Spares
Quail Digital
Delta Global Source
Midstream Lighting
Sandbag
ATL Turbine Services
Adzuna
Payen
Instasmile
Dianomi
Bambino Mio
C2events
Hutch
Twinkl
Internet Fusion
Osprey
Oxford Summer Courses
naughtone
Bunton Plant Hire
Stiltz Lifts
British Medical Auctions
Joe & Seph's
OMG How Cheap
Royston
IMS Evolve
Croud
Corinium Global Intelligence
Lead Forensics
Ennismore
Exclaimer
Whittaker
Wool Warehouse
BTL
Talking Tables
HMR
Livingstone Technologies
The Natural Woodfloor Co
disguise
Plum
USB International
Thomas International
DV Signage
Amplify
Amiculum
QHi
ES Global
Fruitful Office
BioPhorum
Neg Earth Lights
Marlin Green
Wester Ross Fisheries
Brompton Technology
Mirius
Anthesis
Plimsoll Productions
Baker Ross
Addfield
LBBC
Crafter's Companion
Perei Lighting
Hanson Wade
Digiflex
Frontline Healthcare
TouchNetix
Pet Food UK
Populus
P2i
Limbs & Things
Repl
SaleCycle
AMT Coffee
Erodex
Dotmatics
Cobalt Recruitment
Nosy Crow
Detectortesters
Red Arch
Jackson’s Art Supplies
Johnsons Aggregates
PolyBlend
Net World Sports
Welland Power
Weaving Machinery
Reid Lifting
Grampian Continental
Rarewaves

* Supplied by company

† Annualised figure

Headquarters
location

Online fashion retailer
Online jewellery brand
Online fashion retailer
Phone case designer
B2B e-commerce platform
Luxury bathroom retailer
Soft drinks manufacturer
Video software developer
Marketing agency
Pharmaceutical manufacturer
Laser wire-stripping machinery
Pizza oven retailer
Specialist engineer
Payment optimisation service
Steel parts manufacturer
Professional headset developer
Luxury packaging supplier
Specialist lighting manufacturer
Music merchandise distributor
Aerospace equipment repair
Job search website
Online payment provider
Dental veneer retailer
Financial content marketing
Reusable nappy supplier
Events agency
Mobile games developer
Educational resources provider
Online retailer
Construction & marine logistics
Educational course provider
Furniture designer and manufacturer
Plant hire services
Home lift manufacturer
Medical auction house
Popcorn manufacturer
Online stationery retailer
Engine maintenance services
Energy management systems
Digital marketing agency
Conference organiser
Lead generation technology
Hotel developer and operator
Email-signature software developer
Offshore & marine engineer
Craft products retailer
Assessment software developer
Party accessories supplier
Pharmaceutical tester
Software asset management services
Wood flooring manufacturer
Live event technology provider
Play equipment manufacturer
Luggage manufacturer
Assessment developer
Corporate AV specialist
Marketing agency
Medical communications agency
Monitoring systems developer
Event management services
Fruit delivery service
Biopharmaceutical forum organiser
Entertainment lighting provider
IT recruitment consultancy
Salmon farmer
Video technology provider
Cleaning chemicals manufacturer
Sustainability consultancy
TV show producer
Craft products retailer
Incinerator manufacturer
Machinery manufacturer
Craft products retailer
Automotive lighting manufacturer
Conference provider
Online consumer goods retailer
Online chemist
Touchscreen developer
Pet food manufacturer
Research consultancy
Liquid repellent nano-coater
Medical training model manufacturer
IT consultancy
Marketing technology developer
Coffee shop chain
Graphite machining supplier
Data management software developer
Recruitment consultancy
Children's book publisher
Testing equipment developer
Automotive component manufacturer
Art supplies retailer
Recycling services provider
Plastics manufacturer
Online sports goods retailer
Generator manufacturer
Agricultural machinery manufacturer
Portable lifting equipment
Freight transport
Music & electronics retailer

Manchester
West London
Glasgow
Central London
Central London
Middlesbrough
Co Antrim
Wokingham
Oxfordshire
Wirral
Pontypridd
Dorset
Middlesbrough
Manchester
Co Derry
Southwest London
Leicester
Southwest London
Reading
Dundee
West London
Guildford
Manchester
Central London
Northampton
Wakefield
Central London
Sheffield
Lincolnshire
Bristol
Oxford
North Yorkshire
Bradford
West Midlands
Berkshire
Northwest London
Colchester
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Milton Keynes
East London
Cirencester
West London
Central London
Farnborough
Aberdeen
Leamington Spa
West Yorkshire
Southwest London
West London
Reading
Wandsworth
Central London
Lincolnshire
Essex
Buckinghamshire
Hertfordshire
Central London
Richmond
Hertfordshire
East London
Croydon
Central London
West London
East London
Scottish Highlands
West London
Coventry
Central London
Bristol
Essex
Staffordshire
Leeds
County Durham
Aldershot
Central London
Essex
Rochdale
Hampshire
Hemel Hempstead
Central London
Oxfordshire
Bristol
Warwickshire
Tyne and Wear
Central London
West Midlands
Hertfordshire
Central London
Central London
Hertfordshire
Northamptonshire
North London
Derbyshire
Cheshire
Wrexham
Lincolnshire
Worcestershire
South Wales
Aberdeenshire
West London

Year
end
Mar 19
Mar 19
Apr 18
Mar 19
Mar 19
Sep 18
Dec 17
Dec 17
Dec 17
Jun 18
Dec 17
Mar 19
Jun 18
Apr 18
Dec 18
Dec 17
Sep 17
Jan 19
Mar 18
Jun 18
Jun 18
Mar 18
Sep 18
Dec 17
Nov 18
Dec 18
Sep 18
Apr 18
Nov 17
Mar 18
Sep 18
May 18
Mar 18
Dec 18
Dec 18
Oct 18
Feb 19
Feb 18
Dec 17
Mar 18
May 18
Dec 17
Dec 17
Sep 18
Dec 17
May 18
Mar 18
Feb 18
Jan 18
Dec 17
Dec 17
Dec 18
Dec 18
Mar 18
Dec 17
Mar 18
Dec 18
May 18
Mar 19
Dec 18
Dec 17
Dec 17
Mar 18
May 18
Dec 17
Aug 18
Nov 17
Dec 17
Aug 18
Dec 17
Sep 18
Mar 18
Mar 18
Jun 18
Dec 18
Mar 18
Feb 18
Dec 18
Dec 17
Mar 18
Dec 17
Dec 17
Mar 18
Mar 18
Dec 17
Feb 18
Dec 18
Dec 17
Dec 18
Mar 18
Jul 18
Dec 18
Feb 18
Sep 18
Sep 18
Mar 18
Mar 18
Apr 18
Mar 18
Aug 18

Latest
Annual
international
international
sales
sales growth
£000s
over past 2 years
360.27%
*3,253
325.99%
*5,011
300.52%
†*3,811
275.49%
*10,232
229.46%
*24,200
207.00%
1,612
195.23%
7,961
194.44%
*4,482
193.12%
4,950
192.44%
15,148
180.78%
*5,006
148.46%
*3,000
137.81%
13,966
127.11%
2,250
126.01%
*1,849
124.90%
5,612
124.23%
4,779
123.36%
*4,071
123.19%
16,304
121.49%
2,237
119.70%
*6,566
117.51%
9,151
114.69%
*3,546
114.42%
*10,517
108.66%
*2,887
107.81%
*5,776
106.63%
*10,426
96.40%
*2,611
95.78%
†8,381
91.67%
12,086
90.76%
*7,323
89.51%
*16,091
89.28%
6,970
86.47%
*11,076
86.27%
*7,405
85.55%
*1,739
84.00%
*3,135
82.92%
8,089
82.54%
4,931
80.25%
*6,131
78.58%
*5,169
76.63%
10,386
76.53%
6,689
76.15%
*8,650
75.67%
3,538
74.73%
*2,240
73.58%
4,983
73.16%
4,725
67.02%
8,999
66.41%
4,900
65.41%
3,914
62.82%
*21,280
60.50%
*3,416
59.98%
9,588
58.41%
6,773
58.02%
*5,085
57.72%
*10,920
56.78%
13,159
56.71%
*5,072
56.48%
*9,680
55.92%
9,794
55.88%
*5,095
55.22%
7,756
55.14%
21,581
54.77%
12,454
54.76%
*6,306
53.34%
6,936
52.81%
8,740
52.23%
*16,624
52.09%
7,637
51.40%
*4,412
50.20%
9,005
49.41%
13,361
49.35%
5,632
48.24%
21,340
48.22%
*5,154
47.54%
1,584
46.73%
*5,533
46.28%
4,849
46.21%
5,270
45.11%
23,150
45.10%
16,151
44.65%
10,693
44.64%
7,726
43.62%
4,740
43.21%
3,698
42.89%
*18,069
42.86%
16,814
42.66%
*9,893
41.09%
13,251
40.71%
13,221
40.69%
*3,553
40.48%
3,816
40.26%
4,905
40.03%
*13,602
39.45%
20,588
38.85%
9,043
38.70%
3,552
36.37%
6,345
35.58%
17,111

Latest
sales
£000s
*13,864
*11,963
†*10,462
*12,188
*24,285
7,965
20,904
*11,611
11,094
22,971
*5,114
*5,410
20,952
5,743
*8,064
7,152
15,010
*5,024
23,363
6,524
*13,056
9,760
*5,580
*12,861
*5,324
*7,553
*11,585
*13,057
†15,658
21,087
*8,114
*23,375
15,234
*19,018
*8,049
*5,362
*7,127
16,863
8,620
*10,900
*5,418
23,499
20,700
*9,645
16,729
*8,713
11,668
14,483
19,064
10,443
11,627
*23,196
*15,240
19,352
16,689
*5,150
*18,600
18,895
*5,102
*12,100
19,086
*5,181
17,564
22,919
16,984
*7,202
22,526
13,755
*19,456
24,792
*6,130
12,462
23,994
15,615
22,595
*9,456
5,360
*5,855
12,623
19,285
23,150
18,770
22,436
15,037
22,494
17,218
*21,352
24,795
*15,004
16,875
14,690
*11,200
14,576
14,257
*21,207
23,048
17,542
6,346
18,385
20,159

Staff

45
43
60
33
48
11
123
71
124
218
26
29
126
39
83
23
34
10
60
62
60
25
45
25
50
26
68
348
54
26
26
40
73
190
17
51
35
77
79
125
56
469
165
61
123
41
119
64
226
71
17
70
38
34
131
25
62
198
15
35
336
50
83
33
49
30
139
201
102
86
50
86
154
74
146
49
21
17
25
117
155
146
228
190
402
95
160
171
40
110
75
101
85
30
104
32
61
46
70
25

THE RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT

Comment

Its trend-led and celebrity-inspired designs are popular with fashionistas in the US, Europe and Australia
Its designs have been worn by Australian actress Margot Robbie and American singer Vanessa Hudgens
Its figure-hugging dresses and skimpy swimwear designs are popular with American customers
Its four co-founders moved to China for five months to design and manufacture its products
Overseas sales account for more than 95% of total revenues
Its baths, sinks and showers can be found in high-end hotels as far afield as St Lucia
Manufactures products under contract for global drinks giant Coca-Cola
Has more than 8,000 installations in franchised car dealerships in 55 countries
Opened a US office in Seattle to support its client Microsoft, which is headquartered there
Has boosted its exports by diversifying into the manufacture of e-cigarette liquids
Its overseas clients range from electric vehicle manufacturers to space agencies
Customers in the US snapped up 600 of its Roccbox pizza ovens within a week of launch
Manufactured more than 7,000 tons of offshore wind turbine equipment for German client SteelWind
Helps international clients including H&M and Marriott optimise and reduce the cost of payments
Customers in the US, Canada and Europe use its products to manufacture mining and recycling machinery
Its headsets are used in more than 500 radiology labs in the US, including in Mayo Clinics
Last year it opened an office in New York to service its American clients including Tom Ford and Coach
Its floodlights are used at more than 65 international airports, including Dublin, El Dorado and Chisinau
Says it has sold millions of tickets to events across six continents
Repairs turbine components for customers across Europe, the US and Canada, including Rolls-Royce
Operates 16 websites for job seekers in countries including the US and Brazil
The Premier Lotto in Nigeria uses the company’s platform to prevent money laundering
Its patented clip-on veneers are popular with customers in the US
Works with eight of the top 10 global asset managers
Parents in Australia have fallen for the designs and eco-credentials of its reusable nappies
Has organised meetings, events and conferences in 60 destinations across 25 countries
Has secured a worldwide partnership with Formula 1 to create racing games for iOS and Android
Has more than half a million pieces of downloadable content in 20 languages
Online shoppers can buy everything from surfboards to saddles on its 13 international websites
Recent projects have included shipping 1,100 joints of concrete pipe to the Mediterranean
Its summer courses are popular with students from America and India
Its furniture can be found in the offices of US tech firms such as Google, Twitter and LinkedIn
Exports used machinery to customers as far afield as Tobago
Its freestanding home lifts have been retrofitted into houses in more than 30 countries
Sells used medical equipment to customers across Europe, Asia, Africa and South America
Its salted liquorice popcorn has proved a hit in Scandinavia
Has plans to expand into Japan to serve the growing Asian market
Recent projects include installing 30 engines on offshore support vessels and pilot boats in Nigeria
German energy giant Eon owns a 25% stake in the company
Has a network of 2,000 digital marketing experts delivering campaigns in 114 countries in 86 languages
All of its 56 employees across five continents work remotely
Generates almost three quarters of its overseas sales in the US, where it has two offices
Opened three Hoxton hotels in the US in the last year
Has 75m users in 150 countries, with customers including Sony, Aldi and the Government of Canada
Has expanded its apprenticeship scheme to include two apprentices in Mexico
Its range of more than 20,000 products is popular in the US, Australia and New Zealand
Each year its assessment platform Surpass is used to create, mark and deliver 3m tests around the world
Sells products including plates, cups and napkins via US retailers Walmart, Target and Party City
Says it has worked with the world's 15 largest pharmaceutical firms
Last year it sold a majority stake to US private equity firm The Carlyle Group in a reported £50m deal
Has a factory in Romania that operates a zero waste policy and uses only sustainable timber
Its products have toured the world with The Rolling Stones, Katy Perry and Lady Gaga
Sells trampolines and swing sets to customers in 40 countries, including Walmart and Canadian Tire
Its luggage conforming to low-cost airlines' rules is popular with German and American travellers
Its pyschometric assessments are available in 56 languages and have been taken in 200 countries
Worked on Accenture's landmark ten-storey innovation centre in Bangalore
Its first international office in Sydney has helped to attract clients such as Google and Nike
Has nine agencies located across Europe, the US, Asia and New Zealand
Has opened a US office on Wall Street to service its clients in North America
Has secured £68m in contracts for a major upcoming sporting event in Tokyo
Thousands of offices across Europe receive its weekly fruit deliveries
It has signed up 24 of the world's 25 largest biopharmaceutical firms as clients
Artists such as Adele, Muse and Phil Collins have used its entertainment lighting services
Opened a Dusseldorf office last year as part of its expansion plans in Germany
Exports sashimi-quality salmon to Asia, the US, Europe and the Middle East
Its equipment has been used for the international tours of artists Drake and Ed Sheeran
In March it secured contracts to export its products to the Middle East, Taiwan and Brazil
Merged with Spanish sustainability agency Lavola in February
A second series of its Yellowstone Live documentary - watched in 170 countries - is airing this year
Sells more than 3,000 craft products via 11 international websites
Its customers in 95 countries range from NGOs in Africa to pet cremation firms in Scandinavia
Acquired water cremation provider Resomation, which is used for funerals in the US, in 2016
Has moved its US operations to a 31,000 sq ft base in California to meet growing demand
Its headlamps, indicators and reverse lights are used by car manufacturers in Europe
It has hosted conferences and events in 34 cities across six continents
Has Amazon Marketplace stores in eight countries
Its 18,000 sq ft warehouse supplies pharmacy products to customers as far afield as Australia
Has sold more than 500,000 touchscreens in countries such as Germany, Sweden and Austria
Its quirkily named products like Pooched Salmon and Fat Dog Slim are popular across Europe
Has carried out research studies in 75 countries for clients including Greenpeace and Formula 1
Global consumer electronics giants Sony, Lenovo and Xiaomi use its nano-coating technology
Medical students worldwide use its models to practice procedures including suturing and line insertion
The US accounts for 60% of its overseas sales
Plans to open offices in Japan and New York after securing an £11.5m investment from BGF last year
All of the cups and lids used in its Irish coffee shops are 100% compostable
Established a £2m facility in Virginia in 2016 to supply the US aerospace industry
Scientific research teams in the US, Japan and South Korea use its suite of software products
Its customers include Italian insurance giant Generali - the world's third largest insurance company
Publishes children’s book and apps in 43 languages
Property owners and fire maintenance professionals in 120 countries use its range of products
Its cylinder heads, badges and exhaust systems are used by German car maker BMW
Sells to 150 countries through its multilingual and multicurrency website
Extracts metals from incinerator ash and sells them into India, Bangladesh, and Europe
Sells Pantone-standard pigment dispersions for paints and inks to customers in Europe
Sells its range of 5,000 products to customers in 190 countries via 13 international website
Its diesel generators power schools, hospitals and police stations in Kenya and Sri Lanka
Has established a subsidiary in the Netherlands to boost sales of its machinery to European farmers
Its products are used to lift and move priceless artefacts at the Vatican and Louvre museums
Transports heavy and abnormal loads, including wind turbine blades, across Europe and North Africa
Its range of 500,000 products are sold through platforms such as Fnac in France

The annual Sunday Times
WorldFirst SME Export Track
100 league table, now in its
fifth year, ranks Britain’s
private SMEs (small and
medium-sized enterprises)
in order of fastest-growing
international sales.
Definition SMEs are defined
as having total sales of £5m
to £25m in their latest year
of accounts. Exporters with
sales of more than £25m are
ranked in our sister table,
the International Track
200, published in February.
Criteria Companies have to
be registered in the UK and
be independent, unquoted
and ultimate holding
companies. International
sales growth is measured
by compound annual
growth rate over the latest
two financial years.
Annualised international
sales have to be greater than
£150,000 in the base year,
exceed 20% of total sales in
the latest year, and show a
rise from the previous year.
Companies have to be
making an operating profit
in their latest year.
Recruitment and payroll
firms are required to achieve
gross profits greater than
£5m in their latest accounts.
Exclusions Excluded
companies include pure
property developers,
financial trading companies
and LLPs.
Data collection Sources
used include Bureau van
Dijk’s Fame and Experian’s
MarketIQ, with additional
data analytics from
SimilarWeb. Some
companies are nominated by
themselves or by advisers,
others are identified through
our research. Where
accounts are not available
at Companies House, we
use draft accounts.
Incomplete data Most small
firms file abbreviated
accounts, while others may
not disclose geographical
sales. For this reason, sales
and international sales
figures for many companies
are not available. There may,
therefore, be omissions. We
welcome nominations for
next year’s table.
Disclaimer The firms in the
SME Export Track 100 are
not endorsed by the
sponsors or Fast Track, nor
are they necessarily the
best-run companies. The
table is based on historical
data and the information
is not necessarily an
indicator of current or
future performance. Some
exceptions were made to
the qualification criteria
above. The compiler’s
decision is final and no
correspondence will be
entered into.
Sponsors Fast Track’s sole
source of revenue is from
sponsors. We thank our title
sponsor WorldFirst, our main
sponsors DHL Express and
Heathrow, and the Exporting
is GREAT campaign for their
support.
Nominations for next
year are welcome at
info@fasttrack.co.uk or
fasttrack.co.uk.

famecompanyinfo.com

SME Export Track 100 publisher and compiler: Hamish Stevenson. Editorial: Richard Tyler. Research manager: Verity Krall. Primary researchers: Ying Chen, Martha Christie, Matt Elliott, Malcolm Gilmour, Kaye Johnson.

Ready for take off: Heathrow’s masterplan for Britain
Businesses
looking to expand
overseas deserve
a world-class
trading hub
EMMA
GILTHORPE
Trade missions are not the
sole preserve of prime
ministers or diplomats. For
every fact-finding delegation
dispatched to Delhi or
Shanghai, there are many
more budding entrepreneurs
catching flights to meet
potential customers in new
markets, signing contracts,
and coming home with a
plan to ship their products
abroad.
For many of them, such as
Joe Sopher, business trips
abroad are inspiring. When
the co-founder of Joe &
Seph’s (No 36) retired, he
began making the flavoured

popcorn he had seen during
his travels across America.
Nearly 10 years later, the
company is run by Joseph,
along with his wife Jackie
and their son Adam, and is
exporting more than 50
flavours of popcorn to 90
destinations, all via
Heathrow.
The London company
featured on our “12 Days of
Exports” Christmas
campaign and, six months
later, is seeing the benefits.
“For a small family business
that is growing bigger, having
a brand partner to help get
your name out there is
terrific, as the more people
who buy our products the
better,” said Adam.
“The majority of our
export business is in Asia
and the Middle East, and this
is mostly by air freight. Fast
delivery is especially
important when the product
has a relatively short shelf
life — and our customers are
very demanding.”
Joe & Seph’s ships by air
freight through Heathrow to
five-star hotels in Hong Kong,

the Warner Bros theme park
in Abu Dhabi, and the Burj Al
Arab in Dubai. They also
supply airlines, with first and
business-class passengers on
BA flights out of Heathrow
able to get their popcorn on
board.
In 2018, more than £56bn
of UK exports passed
through Heathrow to
destinations outside the EU
and Switzerland.
Unsurprisingly, popcorn
does not account for much of
the 1.6m tons of cargo
shipped to and from the
airport last year. The vast
majority of it was held
underneath the seats of the
80m passengers who
travelled through Heathrow
in 2018 — many of them
business travellers such as
Adam Sopher, on a mission
to connect their companies
with exporting
opportunities.
With Heathrow’s
expansion, our cargo
capacity will double and
we’ll create up to 40 new
long-haul routes to growing
economies.

VICKI COUCHMAN

Jackie and Joe Sopher of Joe & Seph’s popcorn (No 36)
By connecting British
goods with fast-growing
international markets, we
can boost trade, sharpen the
UK’s competitive edge, and
give our SMEs with overseas
ambitions all the
opportunities they deserve.

SMEs are the lifeblood of
our economy and the more
dynamic they become, the
more they need to travel, the
larger their teams become —
and the more cargo they
export. Heathrow is helping
SMEs thrive at all stages of

their success. Our World of
Opportunity grant, for
example, provides funding
for trade missions to
companies that are still at
the embryonic stage of their
exporting life.
Some grant winners have
already seen the benefits.
When Reid Lifting (No 98)
won the award in 2017, the
Welsh company, which
develops portable lifting
equipment, said it planned
to use the funds to make
follow-up trips to countries
where it saw potential to
invest in the “getting to know
one another” stage of
building a long-standing
business relationship.
Our next round of World
of Opportunity grants will
open for applications later in
2019, so watch this space.
Demand is increasing for
the nation’s most vital
trading hub to improve, to
meet the extraordinary
potential for overseas trade
from the UK’s vibrant
entrepreneurial sector.
Our preferred masterplan
for Heathrow expansion,

which will be released in
June 2019 as part of our
statutory consultation, aims
to balance the complex
needs of local communities,
passengers, airlines and
goods exporters. Modular,
off-site construction, which
will be a key pillar of
delivering the expanded
airport, will see green jobs
created across the UK as we
strive to build an airport of
the future that is a beacon of
sustainable aviation.
Midstream Lighting
(No 18), which installed our
first LED lighting system for
aircraft parking, is an
example of how Heathrow is
more than a commercial
crossroads but also an
innovation hub, where green
technology developed by
British companies is tried
and tested.
“Heathrow helps SMEs
launch their new products
and services on a worldfamous platform,” said
Midstream co-founder Yuli
Grig, “which helps in our
product development and
marketing”.

Heathrow expansion is
about more than incremental
improvements. It is about
building the airport of the
future, a vital project in the
national interest that will
create new export
opportunities and boost
Britain’s image as an
outward-facing trading
nation that is open for
business, while delivering
world-class facilities for
millions of passengers.
We have the financial
firepower to create an
outstanding facility that is
globally competitive and
represents the future of
sustainable aviation.
By adding exciting new
long-haul routes, and
increasing our domestic
connections to more UK
cities, our vision is to bring
the globe’s most dynamic
markets to within just one
flight of all SME Export Track
100 companies, and help
them fulfil their ambitions.
Emma Gilthorpe is executive
director expansion at
Heathrow
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6 Lusso Stone 207.00%
Luxury bathroom retailer
His struggle to find mid-priced
bathrooms with a high-end appearance
while working as a property developer
led Wayne Spriggs, 44, to take matters
into his own hands. He designed a range
of composite stone baths and sinks,
using a £10,000 bank loan and £20,000
of his savings. The Middlesbrough firm’s
bathroom products can now be found in
luxury homes and hotels from Claridge’s
in Mayfair to the Sugar Beach Residences
in St Lucia. International sales hit £1.6m
last year thanks to growing demand from
developers and retailers in America,
where it has an office.
7 Norbev 195.23%
Soft-drinks manufacturer
Founded in 1919, this firm once washed,
labelled and corked bottles of soft drinks
by hand, delivering them to local shops
by horse-drawn carriage. It now
manufactures mineral water and soft
drinks under contract for global brands
including Coca-Cola, Lucozade Ribena
Suntory and Barr, and exports to
Ireland, Holland and America. Owner,
James Harkness, 55, has invested in four
state-of-the-art production lines at its
factory in Co Antrim, helped by securing
an £11.5m funding package from
Santander in 2013. International sales hit
£8m in 2017, up more than fourfold on
the previous year.
8 CitNow 194.44%
Video software developer
This firm produces software designed to
make the process of buying, selling or
fixing a car more efficient. Its video
technology allows buyers and sellers to
film and photograph their cars, while
mechanics can use an app to highlight
problems directly to the owner. Led by
chief executive Alistair Horsburgh, 52, it
has more than 8,000 installations in
franchised car dealerships across 55
countries, and operates from offices
across Europe, Asia and North America.
It also works with more than 40 vehicle
manufacturers around the world, which
helped overseas sales hit £4.5m in 2017.

to more than 60 staff and moved into
new offices in Greater Manchester.
24 Dianomi 114.42%
Financial content marketing
Financial services companies, including
Barclays and BlackRock, use Dianomi’s
platform to reach more than 185m
business news readers each month.
Founded in 2003 by Cabell de Marcellus,
50, Raphael Queisser, 44, and Rupert
Hodson, 47, the London firm places
more than 5bn ads every month in 350
online financial publications, including
Reuters and CNN Money. Offices in
Sydney and New York helped boost
international sales to £10.5m in 2018,
when it also raised £6.3m from growth
capital firm BGF to fund overseas
expansion.

Northampton-based company Bambino Mio (No 25) is tackling plastic waste by producing reusable nappies that it claims are cheaper than the single-use variety
market for reasonably-priced pizza
ovens. His Dorset-based firm now sells a
range of domestic and commercial pizza
ovens — including fully modular designs
that cut the cost and time of installation
— and has signed up clients including
Franco Manca and Pizza Pilgrims.
Overseas success has been boosted by
launching its lightweight, easy-to-ship
and portable Roccbox oven, which has
proved popular with customers in
America and Australia. Exports reached
£3m in the year to March.

the market for a communications system
for one of its first UK drive-thru
restaurants, prompting Downes to
develop Quail’s first headset system.
The London firm now offers headsets for
use across the retail, healthcare,
community and restaurant sectors,
and has signed up clients such as Lidl,
KFC and Ikea. A network of overseas
resellers as well as a Dallas office helped
international sales hit £5.6m in 2017; it
is targeting future growth in Asia and
America.

9 The Marketing Practice 193.12%
Marketing agency
This business-to-business agency was set
up by Clive McNamara, 54, in 2002. He
was working as marketing director at a
software company, and spotted the
opportunity to establish an agency
offering fully-integrated marketing
services. The Oxfordshire business has
offices in Seattle and Munich, and boasts
global IT and technology companies as
clients, including Microsoft and
Salesforce. Increased spend by existing
clients helped overseas turnover hit
£4.9m in 2017.

13 Wilton 137.81%
Specialist engineer
This Middlesbrough firm designs and
manufactures large and complex
structures such as sections of wind
turbines, marine structures, pipe
systems and subsea equipment, and
also has a division focusing on specialist
coatings. The business was established
in 1994, and says it has some of the
largest construction halls in the UK at
its 54-acre headquarters beside the
River Tees. Exports rose to £14m last
year under chief executive Bill Scott, 58,
who has diversified the company away
from its traditional oil and gas markets
towards the growing offshore
renewables industry.

17 Delta Global Source 124.23%
Luxury packaging supplier
High-end retailers, including Mr Porter,
Radley and Fortnum & Mason, use this
Leicester firm’s services. Established in
2007 by Robert Lockyer, 52, it supplies
branded luxury packaging including
boxes, ribbon and gift bags, many of
which are reusable or incorporate
recycled materials. International sales
more than doubled to reach £4.8m in
2017, when it opened an office in Hong
Kong to service its customers in the
Asia-Pacific region.

10 PharmaPac 192.44%
Pharmaceutical packaging maker
This firm was founded in 1996, and now
operates from a 140,000 sq ft facility in
the Wirral, making, packing, and storing
products for some of the world’s largest
pharmaceutical, healthcare and
veterinary companies. In 2014, it sold a
majority stake to Geoffrey Elliott, 67,
former finance director of drug
developer Galen — Northern Ireland’s
first billion-pound company.
Diversification into ecigarette liquids
helped international sales hit £15.1m last
year under chief executive John Pugh, 38.

14 CMSPI 127.11%
Payment optimisation service
Shell, Marriott and H&M are among
the blue-chip customers of this
Manchester firm, which serial
entrepreneur Brendan Doyle, 54,
spun out of another of his businesses
in 2013. CMSPI offers consultancy
services to large merchants, helping
them to optimise and reduce the costs
of payments — which can be its clients’
third largest expense. It has opened an
office in Atlanta to service its US
clients, helping international sales
climb to £2.3m last year.

11 Laser Wire Solutions 180.78%
Laser wire-stripping machinery
For safe electrical connections between
wires, the insulating plastic surrounding
the conductive metal must be removed
cleanly and accurately. Chief executive
Paul Taylor, 47, spotted a gap in the
market for the stripping of delicate wires,
such as those used in hi-tech medical
devices, and developed a machine
capable of stripping even the finest wires
using lasers — a task usually done by hand
under a microscope. The Pontypridd
firm launched in 2011, and in 2017, saw
international sales of its machines
increase almost fivefold, hitting £5m.

15 Global Equipment Spares 126.01%
Steel parts manufacturer
Founded in 2010, this Co Derry firm
began by buying and reselling steel parts
from China before deciding to invest in
the equipment needed to make its own
products. It now manufactures parts for
customers in the US, Canada and
western Europe, used to manufacture
machinery for industries including
mining, construction and recycling.
Co-founders John McClenaghan, 39, and
Barry O’Neill, 44, steered exports to
£1.9m last year, and plan to increase the
company’s presence in North America
by establishing a US office.

12 Gozney Ovens 148.46%
Pizza oven retailer
Tom Gozney, 34, used a £5,000 loan
from his mother to launch this company
in 2010, having spotted a gap in the

16 Quail Digital 124.90%
Professional headset developer
An inquiry from McDonald’s UK
prompted Tom Downes, 58, to set up
this business. The fast-food giant was in

18 Midstream Lighting 123.36%
Specialist lighting manufacturer
If you are at an airport such as Dublin,
Gatwick, or King Shaka International in
South Africa, take a look upwards and
you may spot LED floodlights designed
by this London firm. Founded in 2012 by
Yuli Grig, 35, Alexandr Krupkin, 36, and
Paolo Corno, 32, its products are also
used to light sports stadiums, retail
parks, roads and railways, and are
manufactured at sites in Staffordshire
and Romania. Its work with overseas
airports — as well as for international
corporations such as Ports America and

Honeywell — helped boost exports to
£4.1m in the year to January.
19 Sandbag 123.19%
Music merchandise distributor
Bastille, Radiohead and Rag’n’Bone Man
have all used this Reading firm’s
services, which include designing and
manufacturing music merchandise such
as vinyl records and T-shirts, as well as
providing artists with ticketing and
ecommerce platforms. Co-founders
Christiaan Munro, 49, and Mel Maxwell,
50, won a Grammy in 2009 for their
special-edition design for Radiohead’s
box set In Rainbows. Their fellow cofounder is Jof Newill, 51. Strong growth
in sales to America, which accounts for
50% of total turnover, helped boost
international sales to £16.3m last year.
20 ATL Turbine Services 121.49%
Aerospace equipment repair
More than 80 jobs were saved when John
Seaton, 76, set up this firm in 2007, after
he bought the Dundee component
repair workshop of FTSE 100-listed
Wood Group. Six years later, private
equity firm Foresight bought a majority
stake for £3.5m, and chief executive,
Dale Harris, 46, came on board in 2017.
Specialising in the repair of components
for gas turbines, it works with clients in
the defence, marine and civil aviation
industries across Europe and North
America. International sales grew fivefold to £2.2m last year, when it also
announced an exclusive long-term deal
with Rolls-Royce.
21 Adzuna 119.70%
Job search website
More than 10m people use Adzuna each
month to search for jobs across 16

countries. The site gathers job ads from
5,000 sources, and generates revenue
by referring job-seekers to new roles.
Founders Andrew Hunter, 37, and Doug
Monro, 44, met while working at listing
site Gumtree, and launched Adzuna in
2011. They have since secured £12m in
funding from backers including Passion
Capital, Local Globe and, most recently,
Smedvig Capital, which invested £8m in
May 2018. International sales hit £6.6m
last year, and it has since acquired Work
in Startups, a site listing start-up jobs.
22 Payen 117.51%
Online payment provider
Founded by chief executive Alexander
MacAngus, 58, and chief strategic officer
Richard Smith, 43, in 2010, this
Guildford firm spent four years on
development before debuting its
payment processing platform for online
retailers. It also helps clients to increase
their credit card acceptance rates
worldwide, reducing “basket
abandonment”. It raised £10m from
private equity firm Magenta Partners in
2017. International sales — made up of
processing fees — reached £9.2m last
year, with businesses in Canada,
Australia and Nigeria using its platform.
23 Instasmile 114.69%
Dental veneer retailer
Simon Nixon, 39, developed Instasmile’s
patented clip-on veneers in 2012 after
noting a lack of affordable, non-surgical
dental cosmetics on the market. It offers
three types, priced from £125 to £750,
which can be ordered online after
completing a dental assessment at
home. International sales hit £3.5m last
year, helped by growing popularity in
the US. In October, it expanded its team
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25 Bambino Mio 108.66%
Reusable nappy supplier
Britain is not the only country waking up
to the impact of single-use plastics. From
Germany to Australia, greater awareness
of the dangers that plastics pose to the
planet has helped this Northampton
business increase sales of its reusable
nappies — which it claims are also
cheaper than the single-use variety.
Founded in 1997 by husband-and-wife
team Guy and Jo Schanschieff, 53 and 48,
it also sells swim nappies and accessories
through its website, and retailers such as
Aldi and Amazon. Overseas sales hit
£2.9m last year.
26 C2events 107.81%
Events agency
This Wakefield-based firm organises
more than 150 meetings and events a
year, mostly for companies in the
healthcare sector. Established in 2004
by Cheryl Clarke, 52, who originally
operated from her bedroom office, its
meetings and conferences have taken
place in almost 60 destinations across 25
countries. Co-director Mark Saxby, 57,
was appointed in 2015, and in 2017, it
acquired another healthcare events
agency, Five Hats International.
Overseas sales were £5.8m last year, and
it is considering partnerships in Europe
and America to boost growth.
27 Hutch 106.63%
Mobile games developer
Top Drives, MMX Racing and Hot
Wheels: Race Off are some of the
car-focused mobile phone games this
company produces for an audience of
more than 200m worldwide. Since
launching in 2011, it has partnered with a
number of brands, including a licensing
deal with Formula One. The business has
attracted funding from Initial Capital,
Index Ventures and Backed VC. It is
based in London, but has now opened a
technology development hub in Canada.
Under chief executive and co-founder
Shaun Rutland, 43, its international sales
reached £10.4m in 2018.
28 Twinkl 96.40%
Educational resources provider
Husband-and-wife team Jonathan and
Susan Seaton, 36 and 37, combined their
respective experience in IT and teaching
to start this business in 2010. The
Sheffield firm produces educational
material such as worksheets, posters,
videos and activity packs, all of which
can be downloaded from its website. It
says it now has more than 500,000
pieces of content in 20 languages, which
are downloaded by customers in 175
countries. International sales, which
represent subscription fees, rose to
£2.6m last year. Establishing an office in
Australia has enabled it to provide 24/7
customer service.
29 Internet Fusion 95.78%
Online retailer
This Lincolnshire firm buys established
ecommerce retailers and incorporates
them into its group. Set up in 2006,
co-founders Martin Brailsford, 42, Ian
Bristow, 42 and Dominic Scott, 41, built
its proprietary platform “Reactor” from
scratch, and it now powers 13 sites
across sectors such as equestrian, action
sports, outdoor and fashion.
International sales reached an
annualised £8.4m in 2017, and it has
since acquired surf, snow and skate
retailer Surfdome, and British apparel
retailer Country Attire.
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30 Osprey 91.67%
Construction and marine logistics
Nigel Fletcher, 53, and brother Peter,
50, established this Bristol firm in 1995,
initially focusing on managing port
services for ship owners. It has since
expanded into areas including freight
forwarding, cargo handling and heavy
lifting, and has also opened an office in
Northumberland. International sales
climbed to £12.1m in 2018, helped in
part by a 60% increase in sales to
customers outside Europe.
31 Oxford Summer Courses 90.76%
Educational course provider
School friends and Oxford graduates
Harry Hortyn and Rob Phipps, both 33,
founded this residential tuition business
in 2010. Starting as a few lessons in
Oriel College, it now operates out of 14
Oxford colleges, and also runs courses
on a range of topics in Cambridge,
London, at Stanford University in
America, and in India and Singapore.
The company generates 90% of its
revenue from overseas students who
come from more than 110 countries.
International sales hit £7.3m last year.
32 naughtone 89.51%
Furniture designer and manufacturer
Google, Twitter and Astra Zeneca are
among the clients of this Yorkshire
furniture maker, founded in 2005 by
Mark Hammond, 38, Kieron Bakewell,
40, and Matt Welsh, 42. Its designs —
including meeting tables, seats and
barstools — can be found in offices,
hotels, restaurants and airports around
the world. US furniture giant Herman
Miller bought a 50% non-controlling
stake in 2016, paving the way for US
expansion. A Chicago showroom helped
overseas sales hit £16.1m last year.
33 Bunton Plant Hire 89.28%
Plant hire services
Family owned-and-run since 1970, this
Bradford firm leases equipment to the
construction industry, and offers
services such as landscaping and
excavation. International sales, which hit
£7m last year, come from selling used
equipment from its rental fleet overseas
— it renews its machinery every two
years. Customers as far afield as Tobago
have snapped up everything from
excavators to mobile crushing plants.
34 Stiltz Lifts 86.47%
Home lift manufacturer
This company’s freestanding lifts plug
into domestic electric sockets and are
an alternative to stairlifts. The firm was
founded in 2010, and its products have
been retro-fitted into homes in more
than 20 countries, including America,
Germany and Australia — birthplace of
co-founder Lachlan Faulkner, 32. From
its base in the West Midlands it almost
doubled international sales to £11.1m
last year, helped by launching in six
new countries, including New Zealand
and the Philippines. Mike Lord, 52, is
chief executive.
35 British Medical Auctions 86.27%
Medical auction house
Customers across four continents buy
used medical equipment at this firm’s
monthly and weekly auctions. Founded
in 2015 by Markus Grad, 45, the
Berkshire company works with the NHS
and private hospitals to buy their endof-life and retired equipment. It has
more than 5,000 active buyers for
everything from x-ray systems to
examination lamps, across regions
including Asia, South America and
North Africa. International sales were
£7.4m last year, helped by growing
demand in India and Pakistan. Last
month it opened a Paris office and
launched France Medical Auctions.
36 Joe & Seph’s 85.55%
Popcorn manufacturer
When Joe Sopher, 61, retired, he began
making the flavoured popcorns he had
seen on business trips to the US. After it
was spotted by a Selfridges buyer at a
food fair, Sopher, together with wife
Jackie, 56, and son Adam, 34, moved
the business out of the family kitchen
and expanded the range. The London
firm now boasts 40 flavours and
exports all over the world via retailers,
airlines, such as Emirates, and its own

SOHAN MANGAL

website. Growth in Asia and the Middle
East helped boost overseas sales to
£1.7m in 2018.
37 OMG How Cheap 84.00%
Online stationery retailer
Managing director David Field, 55,
founded this Colchester stationery and
crafts retailer in 2011 after being made
redundant. Having begun by selling
imported goods from China at local car
boot sales, the business now sells
branded and own-range products via
Amazon, eBay and through its own
website. Rapid growth in the US and
strong revenues in Europe and Australia
boosted international sales to £3.1m in
2019, and it has plans to expand into
Japan this year.

44 Exclaimer 76.15%
Email-signatures
More than 75m users in over 150
countries use this firm’s email-signature
software, which helps companies
manage their email signatures and legal
disclaimers. In 2016, private equity firm
Livingbridge took a 49% stake for £23m,
increased to 63% in March 2018. Offices
in Holland and America helped boost
international sales to £8.6m last year, to
clients that include Sony, Aldi, the BBC
and the Canadian government. David
Ferguson, 58, is chief executive.

38 Royston 82.92%
Engine maintenance services
Headquartered in Newcastle-uponTyne, this firm was founded in 1978,
and now has more than 50 engineers
repairing and maintaining engines and
generators for customers worldwide, in
the marine, offshore, utility and
defence industries. The firm has a base
in Perth, Australia, and has seen
overseas sales boosted by investing in
its advisory and consultancy services,
helped by securing £400,000 in 2017
from NEL Fund Managers. Exports hit
£8.1m last year under chief executive
Sarah Wade, 43, when it nearly trebled
sales in Africa, Asia and the Middle East.

45 Whittaker 75.67%
Offshore and marine engineer
Husband and wife, Ken and Janet
Whittaker, 66 and 61, set up this
Aberdeen business in 1983. It builds and
repairs equipment used in the oil and
gas industry, and has provided offshore
labour for projects in every continent
except Antarctica. It set up a subsidiary
in Mexico in 2009, where it employs 55
staff. International sales rose to £3.5m
in 2017, and it plans to continue
expansion in west Africa.
46 Wool Warehouse 74.73%
Craft products retailer
Frustration at not being able to find the
right yarn for a crochet project led
husband-and-wife team Andrew and
Holly Smith, 36 and 34, to set up this
online retailer in 2012. The Leamington
Spa firm now stocks more than 20,000
products, including yarns, patterns, kits
and needles. Exports hit £2.2m last year,
helped by its multi-language website.

39 IMS Evolve 82.54%
Energy management systems
Customers across 12 countries use this
firm’s “internet of things” technology to
boost the efficiency of anything from a
fridge to a cash machine. The company
collects data from this equipment,
which is then analysed and presented
via its online platform, allowing clients
to use that information to optimise
efficiency. Selling a 25% stake in the
company to German energy giant Eon
in 2015 has helped the Milton Keynes
business fund North American
expansion — it opened its first US office
in 2017. In the same year international
sales reached £4.9m under chief
executive Frank Jones, 54.
40 Croud 80.25%
Digital marketing agency
From offices in London, Shrewsbury,
New York and Sydney, this firm uses a
global network of 2,000 digital
marketing experts — “Croudies” — to
drive campaigns across 114 countries in
86 languages. Recent projects include
helping client Frontier launch its
Jurassic World Evolution game. It also
lists Amazon, Vans and Virgin Trains as
customers. International sales reached
£6.1m last year under co-founders Ben
Knight, 39, and Luke Smith, 44.
41 Corinium Global Intelligence 78.58%
Conference organiser
This company has organised seniorlevel conferences in six continents,
targeting executives working in the
digital economy. It says more than 70%
of event attendees are high-ranking and
work in data or analytics roles. Despite
employing 56 people and being
registered in Cirencester, it does not
have any offices, and staff can work
anywhere. International sales hit £5.2m
last year under founder Charlie James,
44, helped by sponsorship deals with
global software giants SAP and IBM.

47 BTL 73.58%
Assessment software developer
Bob Gomersall, 68, started this Yorkshire
business in 1985. The serial entrepreneur
developed a software platform called
Surpass, which is used to create, mark
and deliver more than 3m computerbased tests every year. It works with
some of the world’s leading professional
bodies, including City & Guilds,
Chartered Professional Accountants of
Canada and the National Board of
Medical Examiners in the US, helping
international sales hit £5m last year.

Founders Mark Hammond, left, Kieron Bakewell, and Matt Welsh, right, saw overseas sales hit £16m for naughtone (No 32)

THE 10 FASTEST-GROWING SME ECOMMERCE EXPORTERS
The growing importance of online sales has meant the number of ecommerce firms in the SME Export Track 100 has steadily increased since
its launch in 2015. This year a record 24 feature — below are the 10 with the fastest-growing exports.

Company

Rank Activity
1
2
3
4

42 Lead Forensics 76.63%
Lead generation technology
Software developed by this firm enables
businesses to identify their anonymous
website visitors in real time. Serial
entrepreneur Paul Thomas, 37, set up
the London firm in 2010, after spotting
an opportunity to help B2B companies
grow through lead generation.
International sales hit £10.4m in 2017,
roughly three quarters of which were to
the US, where it has offices in Atlanta
and Scottsdale, Arizona.
43 Ennismore 76.53%
Hotel developer and operator
Sharan Pasricha, 38, founded this
hospitality group in 2012, buying The
Hoxton hotel in Shoreditch, east
London. Three years later, it acquired
Scotland’s five-star Gleneagles site, and

now owns hotels in Amsterdam, Paris
and the US. International sales grew to
£6.7m in 2017. Its most recent
development opened in Chicago last
month, and it plans new Hoxtons in
London and Los Angeles this summer.

6
12
19
23
25
29

Year end % annual int’l sales growth Latest int’l sales £m Total sales £m

Online fashion retailer

Mar 19

360.27%

*3,253

*13,864

Its founders sold cancelled factory orders on eBay before launching the Missy Empire website in 2015
Online jewellery brand

Mar 19

325.99%

*5,011

*11,963

Makes more than 95% of sales online, and says three quarters can be attributed to Instagram
Online fashion retailer

Apr 18

300.52%

†*3,811

†*10,462

Sponsoring high-profile bloggers and social media stars has driven international shoppers to its site
Phone case designer

Mar 19

275.49%

*10,232

*12,188

Popular across the US, Europe and Australia, its protective cases are sold on its own website and Amazon
Luxury bathroom retailer

Sep 18

207.00%

1,612

7,965

All of its international sales are made through its website, with the US accounting for 70% of exports
Pizza oven retailer

Mar 19

148.46%

*3,000

*5,410

Online shoppers snapped up 1,250 of its Roccbox ovens within a week of launch, with 600 sold to the US
Music merchandise distributor Mar 18

123.19%

16,304

23,363

Operates ecommerce sites for international musicians, including Radiohead, Bastille and Arcade Fire
Dental veneer retailer

Sep 18

114.69%

*3,546

*5,580

Has sold enough dental veneers via its website to stretch four miles side by side
Reusable nappy supplier

Nov 18

108.66%

*2,887

*5,324

Generates a fifth of its sales online, through stockists including Amazon and specialist baby sites
Online retailer

Nov 17

95.78%

†8,381

†15,658

Its 13 international websites sell sports goods as well as clothing from British brands such as Barbour

*supplied by company † annualised figure

48 Talking Tables 73.16%
Party accessories supplier
When Clare Harris, 58, could not find
any stylish table decorations, she
decided to design and sell her own.
Talking Tables was launched in 1999,
just in time for the millennium
celebrations, and now boasts customers
including John Lewis, Paperchase and
Selfridges. The London firm’s range
includes items for weddings, children’s
parties and celebrations such as
Valentine’s Day. A subsidiary in the US
servicing clients including Walmart,
Target and Party City helped boost
exports to £4.7m last year.
49 HMR 67.02%
Pharmaceutical tester
Established in 1993 by chairman
Malcolm Boyce, 79, this firm operated
from London’s St Bartholomew’s and
Central Middlesex hospitals until 2008,
when it acquired its own premises.
Specialising in early-stage clinical trial
testing, it says it is benefiting from a
shift to more start-ups and universities
developing drugs, both of which can
benefit from its advice and experience.
International sales hit £9m last year.
50 Livingstone Technologies 66.41%
Software asset management services
Reading-based Livingstone works with
large organisations including Nissan, BT
and UBS, helping them ensure they
have the right software licences for
products from companies such as
Microsoft, Oracle and IBM. It says it
delivers savings for its clients by helping
them identify unused or underused
licences, which can be cancelled or
used elsewhere in the business.
International sales hit £4.2m last year
under chief executive Tim Green, 50.

A whole new world of customers is just one click away
Trailblazing SMEs
are harnessing
ecommerce via
social media to
take products to a
global audience
IAN
WILSON
It is a sign of the times when
Britain’s top three private
SMEs with the fastestgrowing exports are all using
ecommerce to reach their
customers around the world.
Fashion retailers Missy
Empire (No 1), Oh Polly
(No 3), and jewellery
designer Missoma (No 2),
each attribute their overseas
success to the ease with
which international
customers can access a
website or Instagram, click
on a product, and have it
speedily delivered to them.
Happily, all three also use

DHL Express to ship these
orders, partnering with us to
deliver to customers
wherever they are in the
world.
Successful exporters with
an online presence know
that their website is the 21st
century equivalent of a shop
window — with the world
looking in.
Technology has driven a
tremendous rise in
ecommerce. It is now
incredibly easy to sell to
customers in new markets,
which only a decade ago,
would have been inaccessible
to smaller companies.
DHL Express handled a
30% increase in shipments
for UK-based SME online
retailers last year,
outgrowing our other lines of
business and highlighting the
huge growth potential for
start-ups and SMEs.
According to research by
industry group IMRG and
consultants Capgemini,
£134bn was spent online last
year on UK-based online
retailers — this is up 11.8% on
the year before.
This year’s private SME

with the fastest-growing
international sales — online
fashion retailer Missy Empire
— uses our express delivery
service, so its customers
receive their order as quickly
as next day.
Ash Siddique, 38, who
founded the Manchester firm
with his brother Ish, 36, has
helped pioneer this “fast
fashion” — the rapid
turnaround and delivery of
new clothing lines.
Being on top of
ecommerce trends is vital to
the firm’s success. Shoppers
can buy products with one
click on the Missy Empire
Instagram page, and have
them delivered overseas by
DHL Express.
“Augmented reality and
visual search engines are the
next game-changers in
ecommerce,” Ash tells me,
“anything that enhances the
buying and shopping
experience for customers is
always a great step forward”.
Companies that take those
extra steps and expand into
multiple sectors, such as
Missy Empire, create more
opportunities for growth,

and are more resilient to
shifting markets.
This is especially relevant
in the context of Brexit.
In preparing our business
for Britain’s departure from
the EU, we have invested in
additional customs agents,
operational and customer
service staff, and prepared
for a wide range of scenarios.
We are working to help
businesses, who have traded
only with Europe,
understand customs
arrangements, and
encouraging them to look
beyond Europe’s borders, as
there is so much opportunity
and customer demand
elsewhere in the world.
We can also draw on the
experience and knowledge
we have gained from helping
thousands of British
businesses successfully
access new markets over
many years.
Our unique insights have
driven innovative ways to
support customers in
expanding their businesses,
such as our Website Health
Check, which provides 10
steps to increase your

SOHAN MANGAL

Marisa Hordern’s Missoma (No 2) benefits from fast delivery

ecommerce site’s appeal to
international customers.
Tips include being clear
on your home page that you
ship internationally — and
adding an express delivery
option, which we highly
recommend. This one action
typically results in a 70%
increase in the amount
customers spend — and a
20% increase in repeat
custom. Be sure to provide
payment options that are
popular in the markets in
which you operate.
The hugely popular Dutch
mobile finance app, iDeal,
for example, has 1.5m daily
users and has registered
more than 2bn online
payments. Be clear about
your returns policy, which
should be simple, and not
hidden in the small print.
Localising your website is
also important, without
undermining the unique
brand values that make you
stand out from the crowd.
Finally, consider including
local duties or sales taxes in
the prices you quote — not
doing so can put off some
customers.

There are still challenges,
however: the latest trade
confidence index that we
compiled with the British
Chambers of Commerce
(BCC) found that exchange
rate volatility and price
pressure on raw materials
have contributed to a dip in
confidence. But we
wholeheartedly concur with
BCC director-general Adam
Marshall’s assertion that
business is the force that will
bring Britain out of the
shadow of the Brexit debate
by providing a positive,
optimistic vision for the
country’s future.
The companies on this
year’s table show that
“Brand Britain” is alive and
well around the world.
Synonymous with quality
and creativity — and a force
to be reckoned with — British
businesses have the
ambition, guts and tenacity
to succeed abroad.
DHL Express will proudly
support them every step of
the way.
Ian Wilson is chief executive
of DHL Express UK & Ireland
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51 The Natural Woodfloor Co 65.41%
Wood flooring manufacturer
Brothers Peter and Nial Keane, 52 and 59
respectively, are behind this firm, which
has been selling high-end wood flooring
and kitchen worktops from its base in
Wandsworth, southwest London, since
1994. Unlike many retailers, it makes its
own products at its factory in Romania,
which operates a zero waste policy and
uses mainly Forestry Stewardship
Council-approved timber. International
sales to its customers across Europe
reached £3.9m in 2017, helped by
investing in its website and social media.
Sales were boosted by its range of
hardwood products made using
sustainable timber from America.

Middle East. It also merged with
Spanish agency Lavola in February.
After our research closed, it reported
international sales had risen to £10.7m.
69 Plimsoll Productions 52.23%
TV show producer
This Bristol firm has worked on more
than 50 television and internet series,
producing content for all the main UK
broadcasters, streaming platforms
including Netflix and Apple TV, and US
networks such as the Discovery and
National Geographic channels. Its
shows include Yellowstone Live — which
was watched in more than 170 countries
— and Hostile Planet, hosted by Bear
Grylls. Set up in 2013 by Grant Mansfield,
61, and Christine Owen, 57, it now has
offices in Cardiff and Los Angeles.
International sales hit £16.6m last year.

52 disguise 62.82%
Live event technology provider
Founded in 2013 by Ashraf Nehru, 47,
this firm designs and makes software
and hardware to create live visual
effects for the entertainment industry.
In the past year its products have been
used for the Grammy awards, toured
the world with the Rolling Stones and
Lady Gaga, supported product launches
for Nike and the iPhone X, and been
used in films such as Solo: A Star Wars
Story. Offices in London, New York,
Hong Kong, Shanghai and Los Angeles,
and clients in 50 countries, boosted
exports to £21.3m last year under chief
executive Fernando Kufer, 40.
53 Plum 60.50%
Play equipment manufacturer
Plum’s Space Zone II trampoline was
the star of John Lewis’s 2016 Christmas
advert alongside Buster, the bouncing
boxer dog. From its Lincolnshire base it
supplies customers including
department store Canadian Tire and
France’s King Jouet with outdoor play
equipment and toys. It was founded in
1988 by Jonathan and Diane Schaffer, 61
and 60 respectively, and is now run by
their son, Paul, 31. Sales to customers in
40 countries boosted exports to £3.4m
last year, helped by operations in Hong
Kong and Australia.
54 USB International 59.98%
Luggage manufacturer
Founded in 2000 by husband and wife
team Udy and Mala Agarwal, 50 and 49
respectively, this Essex company sells
luggage to travellers all over the world.
Its four brands, including Aerolite and
5 Cities, are sold through Amazon
Marketplace and its own website, and
the range is frequently updated to
reflect low-cost airlines’ rules on cabin
bag dimensions. Growth in Germany
and America helped overseas sales hit
£9.6m last year.
55 Thomas International 58.41%
Assessment developer
More than 32,000 businesses around
the world use this Buckinghamshire
firm’s recruitment and development
assessment tools. It was founded in 1981
by Ray and Doreen Reed, 77 and 76,
offering one paper-based test to help
companies understand their employees’
workplace behaviours. It now has a
suite of online assessments covering
areas including emotional intelligence,
employee engagement and high
potential, as well as specific evaluations
for use in sport and education. Its
network of distributors in 60 countries
helped boost international sales to
£6.8m in 2017. Last year, it was acquired
by private equity firm Palamon Capital
Partners for an undisclosed sum, with
chief executive Amir Qureshi, 50, taking
a minority stake.
56 DV Signage 58.02%
Corporate AV specialist
This Hertfordshire consultancy helps
multinational corporations, including
Deloitte, EY and Accenture, build techenhanced offices and smart buildings. It
uses robotics, AV technology, artificial
intelligence and specialist hi-tech
displays to make interiors more
interactive for staff and visitors. Richard
Cobbold, 50, and James Henry, 59, set
up DV Signage in 2008 having
previously founded electronics
company Digital View. Offices in
America, India, the Philippines and
Hong Kong helped international sales
reach £5.1m last year.

Bristol-based company Plimsoll Productons (No 69) has worked with a range of TV and streaming companies, including the National Geographic channel
57 Amplify 57.72%
Marketing agency
Google, PlayStation and Airbnb are
among this Amplify’s global clients.
Founded by Jonathan Emmins, 42, in
2007, with Anton Mercier, 55, and Neal
Southwell, 57, Amplify specialises in
creating platforms, experiences and
campaigns that brands use to engage
customers. Examples include a brand
platform, playlist and events for Spotify,
rooted in “grime” culture and featuring
artists such as Dizzee Rascal. New
clients and the opening of its first
overseas office in Sydney helped boost
overseas sales to £10.9m last year.
58 Amiculum 56.78%
Medical communications agency
Amiculum was founded in 2001 and
offers communication and consultancy
services to global pharmaceutical
companies. Based in Richmond,
southwest London, it has nine agencies
located across four continents, each
with a specialism relating to either a
geographic market or a specific sector,
such as rare diseases and genomic
medicine. International sales hit £13.2m
last year under co-founders Richard
Allcorn, 56, and Jennifer Putin, 55,
helped by strong growth at its US, Asia
and New Zealand agencies.
59 QHi 56.71%
Monitoring systems developer
This Hertfordshire firm develops
sensors that monitor the temperature of
critical electrical systems to prevent
overheating, the leading cause of power
failure in electrical equipment. Used by
data centres as well as customers in the
oil & gas, healthcare, marine and
utilities industries, it has also developed
fault detection hardware and software.
Exports hit £5.1m in the year to March,
under founder and chief executive Ross
Kennedy, 69.
60 ES Global 56.48%
Event management services
Started in the 1970s to provide
trucking services for touring rock’n’roll
bands, this company now offers
staging, temporary structures and
project management services for live
events across the music, sports and
hospitality sectors. Its projects
overseas have ranged from a Victoria’s
Secret fashion show to the MTV
Europe Music Awards, and it has
worked on some of the world’s
largest sporting events, including the
Olympic Games in Rio, Sochi and
Sydney. Jeff Burke, 58, and Olly Watts,
57, who led a management buyout in
2012, steered international sales to
£9.7m last year, helped by a £30m
contract to build a velodrome in
Jakarta for the 2018 Asian Games.

61 Fruitful Office 55.92%
Fruit delivery service
Thousands of offices and workplaces
across Ireland, Germany, Belgium,
Holland and Luxembourg receive
weekly or bi-weekly deliveries of fresh
fruit from this company. Set up in 2005
by Daniel Ernst and Vasco de Castro,
both 42, it says it delivers only “handheld” fruit that will not drip and can be
eaten easily in an office environment. It
is based in Croydon, south London, and
has offices in Amsterdam, Dublin and
Frankfurt, enabling it to source produce
from local markets for its overseas
customers instead of exporting from the
UK. International sales hit £9.8m in 2017.
62 BioPhorum 55.88%
Biopharmaceutical forum organiser
This London firm brings together
leaders in biopharmaceuticals and
facilitates meetings that seek to solve
industry challenges and improve bestpractice. Founded in 2009 by Simon
Chalk, 58, Christelle Simpson-Platre, 49,
Tony White, 56, Darren Whitman, 52,
and Steve Jones, 52, it has clients
including Bayer, Glaxo Smith Kline and
Astra Zeneca. Overseas sales,
representing subscription fees from
more than 70 member groups, hit £5.1m
in 2017. It sold a minority stake to
private equity firm Vespa Capital for an
undisclosed sum last year.
63 Neg Earth Lights 55.22%
Entertainment lighting provider
This west London firm has provided
lighting and rigging systems for the
Glastonbury festival since 1990, as well
as working on tours, sporting events
and theatre productions for clients
including the Rolling Stones and Cirque
du Soleil. Joint managing directors Pip
and Dave Ridgway, 57 and 59, oversaw a
jump in international sales to £7.8m last
year, when the firm supplied lighting
for tours by Sam Smith, Roger Waters,
and the On The Run II extravaganza by
pop power couple Beyoncé and Jay-Z.
64 Marlin Green 55.14%
IT recruitment consultancy
This Shoreditch-based recruitment
firm was founded by Toby Dixon, 38,
and Lee Nania, 42, in 2010. Currently
operating in 14 European countries,
it specialises in finding the best
technology candidates from across
Europe for niche areas including big
data, and SAP and business
intelligence software. Its international
sales, which include the gross salaries
of candidates placed, rose to £21.6m
last year, when it incorporated its
German subsidiary. It plans to open
a further office in Germany in the near
future, as well as offices in Switzerland
and Sweden.

65 Wester Ross Fisheries 54.77%
Salmon farmer
From its base in the Scottish Highlands,
this firm sells hand-reared salmon to
restaurants, retailers and distributors in
Asia, the Middle East, Europe and the
US. Started in 1977, it was bought by
four of its original staff in 2006,
including Gilpin Bradley, 54, who is
managing director. In place of
chemicals it uses locally-caught wrasse,
which eat parasitic sea lice, to keep its
fish clean and healthy. International
sales hit £12.5m in 2017, representing
almost three-quarters of total sales.

67 Mirius 53.34%
Cleaning chemicals manufacturer
With customers ranging from
supermarket chains to global
pharmaceutical giants, this Coventry
firm sells its cleaning liquids, powders
and tablets in more than 60 countries.
Founded in 1963, it has developed
specialist products for farming and
veterinary healthcare, and uses a
network of distribution partners,
including Merck in North America.
Growing demand in China helped boost
international sales to £6.9m in 2017
under chief executive Steve Quinlan, 58.

66 Brompton Technology 54.76%
Video technology provider
Metallica and U2 are just two of the
bands that use this firm’s video
processing products at their concerts.
Its Tessera software and hardware is
used to boost the performance of LED
video walls, and is sold to some of the
world’s largest event-rental companies.
Set up in 2011, co-founders Chris Hunt,
50, Richard Mead, 43, and Nick
Archdale, 53, spun it out from Carallon
in July 2018. Continued demand from
China and the US helped international
sales hit £6.3m last year.

68 Anthesis 52.81%
Sustainability consultancy
London-based Anthesis says it has filled
a gap in the market between large
multi-disciplinary consultancies and
small boutiques. Set up in 2013, it helps
its clients — which include Tesco, Target
and The North Face — improve their
corporate sustainability strategies, and
consults on issues including climate
change and supply chain management.
Founder and chief executive Stuart
McLachlan, 51, steered international
sales to £8.7m in 2017, helped by offices
across Europe, Asia, the US and the

SECTOR BREAKDOWN FOR THE
SME EXPORT TRACK 100
Consumer goods

15

Engineering

Business services

13

Other

11

12
Healthcare

9

Media, entertainment
and marketing

6

Food and drink

5

71 Addfield 51.40%
Incinerator manufacturer
Incinerators made by this Staffordshire
firm can be found in more than 95
countries around the world. Serial
entrepreneur Steven Lloyd, 52,
established Addfield in 2008, and says
that developing specialised machines
for different industries has been key to
growth. International contracts have
ranged from supplying medical waste
incinerators to NGOs including Unicef
and Médecins Sans Frontières in Africa,
to delivering a large cremator for an
equine pet cremation firm in Sweden.
Exports hit £4.4m last year.
72 LBBC 50.20%
Machinery manufacturer
Founded in 1876, Leeds-based LBBC has
been under the stewardship of the
Pickard family since 1892. Originally
established to manufacture boilers, it
moved into the design and manufacture
of industrial autoclaves — chambers for
processes requiring high temperature
and pressure — in the 1930s. The group
now comprises four divisions, including
Baskerville, which provides laboratory
autoclaves, and Resomation, a water
cremation concept devised as a more
environmentally friendly alternative to
flame cremations. Exports hit £9m last
year under the leadership of fifth
generation Howard Pickard, 53.
73 Crafter’s Companion 49.41%
Craft products retailer
Sales director Sara Davies, 35, started
this Co Durham firm while at university
in 2005. Its first product, the Enveloper,
was a hand-held device for creating
envelopes for home-made cards. It now
sells a range of 4,000 craft items through
four UK shops, websites, retailers and
shopping channel Create and Craft.
International sales across 40 countries
hit £13.4m in 2018. Last year, it moved
to larger premises in California to cope
with increased demand from the US.
This year will be its fourth appearance
on the SME Export Track 100.

Technology and
software

26

70 Baker Ross 52.09%
Craft products retailer
From pipe cleaners to pottery painting
kits, this Essex firm sells 3,000 craft
products through its 11 international
websites — eight of which are foreign
language — and mail order catalogues.
The retailer focuses on children’s
crafting, so most sales are to parents,
but it also supplies schools, churches
and playgroups. The majority of exports
are to Europe, with campaigns in
Germany, France and Italy helping
international sales reach £7.6m in 2017.
It was founded in 1974 by Patti Baker,
72, and is run by her son Paul, 50.

Transport

3

74 Perei Lighting 49.35%
Automotive lighting manufacturer
Founded in 1936, this third-generation
family firm makes lighting products for
cars, buses, military vehicles and heavy
equipment. Its range includes
headlamps, indicators and reverse
lights and it supplies customers
including Stagecoach, Jaguar Land
Rover and JCB. Run by brothers Robert
and William Perei, 45 and 48, the
Hampshire business has an office in
Melbourne to service its clients in the
Asia-Pacific region. Expanding its
exports to £5.6m last year — double its
previous year’s results — helped offset a
decline in domestic sales.
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75 Hanson Wade 48.24%
Conference provider
This London firm, founded in 2008,
runs more than 100 conferences and
events every year on everything from
construction and human resources to
immunotherapy and disease modelling.
It hosts scientific, academic and sector
experts at events across America and
Europe, and last year held its first one in
China. International sales climbed to
£21.3m in 2018 under chief executive
Tom Richardson, 34.

insurance giant Generali. International
sales, which include gross salaries, hit
£16.8m in 2017.
89 Nosy Crow 42.66%
Children’s book publisher
Kate Wilson, 55, former managing
director of Macmillan Children’s Books,
set up Nosy Crow in 2010. Her London
firm now publishes about 100 original
children’s books a year. Its successes
include the Bizzy Bear titles and the Pip
and Posy books, currently being turned
into a television series, each of which
have sold more than 1m copies. Offering
publications in 43 languages helped
international sales hit £9.9m last year.

76 Digiflex 48.22%
Online consumer goods retailer
Digital photo frames, puppy starter
packs and gardening equipment are just
some of the products this Essex retailer
sells online under its Trixes brand name.
Established in 2004 by Ashley Cane, 41,
it now sells to eight countries on Amazon
Marketplace, to New Zealand through
the Trade Me platform, and via Darty in
France. Launching an average of 15
products a week helped exports hit
£5.2m last year.

90 Detectortesters 41.09%
Testing equipment developer
This Hertfordshire business was
founded in 1965, shipped its first
product overseas in 1989, and now sells
to more than 120 countries. It designs
equipment to test smoke, heat and
carbon monoxide detectors, used by
commercial property owners and
maintenance professionals.
International sales hit £13.3m last year,
helped by offering six foreign-language
versions of its website. Robert Campbell,
52, is managing director.

77 Frontline Healthcare 47.54%
Online chemist
Started in 2014 in a room above a
chemist, this Rochdale business now
ships branded health, beauty and
pharmacy products all over the world.
Overseas sales are chiefly through online
marketplaces such as Amazon and eBay,
and it plans to add multilanguage and
multicurrency functionality to its own
chemist.co.uk website to drive growth.
International sales, boosted by the
popularity of its range of baby products,
hit £1.6m last year under co-founders
Brent Cutler, 60, and John Nuttall, 62.
78 TouchNetix 46.73%
Touchscreen developer
This Hampshire firm designs
touchscreens for industrial, medical and
agricultural equipment. Its products
include a saltwater-resistant screen for
marine environments, and it sells to
clients including Philips and Siemens.
Set up in 2010 by four serial
entrepreneurs, the firm’s designs are
made by partners in Korea, China and
Oxfordshire. Exports rose to £5.5m last
year under the steer of co-founder and
managing director Chris Ard, 59.
79 Pet Food UK 46.28%
Pet food manufacturer
Fat Dog Slim, Purr-Nickety and Pooched
Salmon are among this firm’s range of
distinctively packaged and quirkily
named premium pet foods. The business
was founded in 2008 by Paul Hunter, 50,
Dave O’Regan, 55, and Jim Moloney, 60,
and sells its products under brands
including Barking Heads, Meowing
Heads and Aatu. The food has proved
popular with pet owners as far afield as
Scandinavia and South Korea, helping
lift international sales to £4.8m in 2017.
80 Populus 46.21%
Research consultancy
Research studies in more than 75
countries have been carried out by this
London group, which was established in
2003 as a single agency. Now comprising
three companies, its customers include
Formula One, Greenpeace and Lane
Crawford, and recent projects have
included launching the UK’s first virtual
reality market research panel. In 2017, it
acquired a majority stake in BrandCap, a
brand management agency with offices
in New York and Hong Kong. This helped
boost international sales to £5.3m last
year under co-founder and chief
executive Michael Simmonds, 55.
81 P2i 45.11%
Liquid repellent nano-coater
Global consumer electronics giants
Sony, Lenovo and Xiaomi use this firm’s
nano-coating technology. Originally

91 Red Arch 40.71%
Automotive component manufacturer
Managing director Mike Theaker, 52,
founded Daventry-based Red Arch in
2010. It designs and makes specialist
parts for cars at its Northamptonshire
factory, including cylinder heads,
badges and engine tuning kits. It is best
known for its high-performance exhaust
systems, which have features such as a
Bluetooth tool to modulate noise.
Overseas customers, including German
car maker BMW, helped lift international
sales to £13.2m last year.

Co-founder Paul Hunter has seen Pet Food UK (No 79) increase its international sales to £4.8m since launch in 2008
developed for the MoD, Stephen
Coulson, 44, set up P2i in 2003 to
commercialise his invention. The
Oxfordshire firm works with electronics
manufacturers to help make devices
resistant to splashes, spills and even
accidental submersion, and has more
than 150 patents. Overseas offices in
China, Korea and the US helped boost
international sales to £23.1m in 2017,
under the steer of Ady Moores, 46.
82 Limbs & Things 45.10%
Medical training model manufacturer
Medical illustrator Margot Cooper, 75,
established this business in 1990 after
learning that there were no realistic
models available on which trainee
surgeons could practice. The Bristol firm
makes models and simulators that
students can use to gain confidence and
competence in everything from breast
examinations to appendectomies. Its
products include the Prompt Flex birth
simulator for trainee midwives — which
even comes with a Bluetooth-enabled
baby. International sales hit £16.2m in
2017 under managing director Nick Hull,
50, helped by continued demand from
medical schools worldwide.
83 Repl 44.65%
IT consultancy
This Warwickshire business advises
customers on workforce and warehouse
management, IT and back-office
systems. Repl was founded in 2007 by
Mike Callender, 48, and Chris Love, 43,
and its client list now includes Marks &
Spencer, and Aldi’s US operations.
International sales hit £10.7m last year. It

is making a record fourth consecutive
appearance on the league table this year.
84 SaleCycle 44.64%
Marketing technology developer
Technology developed by this Tyne and
Wear firm has encouraged online
shoppers to complete more than 500m
abandoned transactions since chief
executive Dominic Edmunds, 41, started
the firm in 2010. It works by tempting
customers back through on-screen
prompts, text messages or emails. Its
services have boosted sales for 600
brands including Tommy Hilfiger, Yves
Saint Laurent and Ikea. It has offices in
America, France and Singapore, helping
boost overseas sales to £7.7m last year. It
has since secured an £11.5m investment
from growth-capital firm BGF.
85 AMT Coffee 43.62%
Coffee shop chain
Brothers Alistair, 51, Allan, 56, and the
late Angus McCallum-Toppin opened
their first coffee shop in Oxford in 1993,
prompted by Alistair’s struggle to find a
good espresso in the UK after emigrating
from Seattle. The chain now has more
than 50 outlets, mostly kiosks in railway
stations and airports. The London firm’s
environmental and ethical ethos includes
using only organic milk, Fairtrade coffee
and compostable plant-based cups.
International sales hit £4.7m in 2017, and
are revenues from its outlets in Ireland.
86 Erodex 43.21%
Graphite machining supplier
This West Midlands family business,
founded in 1974, is run by brothers Ian

and Steve Rolinson, 51 and 56
respectively, and their cousin John, 48.
It designs and supplies carbon and
graphite parts for applications such as
turbine blades in the aerospace sector.
International clients include GE and
Siemens. Expansion into Mexico and the
US, where it has facilities in Virginia,
helped overseas sales hit £3.7m in 2018.
87 Dotmatics 42.89%
Data management software developer
Spun out of the pharmaceutical business
Merck by Stephen Gallagher, 46, and
Alastair Hill, 42, in 2005, this
Hertfordshire firm develops software to
support scientific research teams
producing new drugs. Its products allow
users to query and import data, run
multiple analyses and create
visualisations — it also has an algorithm
that can analyse 1 trillion strands of DNA
a second. In 2017, it raised an
undisclosed amount from Scottish
Equity Partners. Offices in Japan, South
Korea and America, as well as
distributors in China, helped boost
exports to £18.1m last year.
88 Cobalt Recruitment 42.86%
Recruitment consultancy
From a network of 15 global offices —
including in Auckland, Dusseldorf and
Abu Dhabi — this specialist recruiter
helps place professionals in property,
construction, and financial services
roles. Tim Rowe, 42, and Adam Walker,
48, established the London-based firm
in 2001, and have signed up clients
including US property management firm
Cushman & Wakefield and Italian

92 Jackson’s Art Supplies 40.69%
Art supplies retailer
Brushes, easels and palettes are among
the range of fine art tools and materials
bought by artists all over the world via
this London firm’s website. Gary
Thompson, 52, and Michael Venus, 65,
set up the company in 2000 and began
by selling paints from a borrowed
warehouse, before setting up a mail
order business. Today they ship 55,000
products to 150 countries from their
Gloucester site. Overseas sales, which hit
£3.6m last year, have been boosted by its
multicurrency website, which boasts six
country-specific versions.
93 Johnsons Aggregates 40.48%
Recycling services provider
More than 1m tons of waste is processed
every year by this Derbyshire business,
including incinerator ash, quarried
aggregates and construction and
demolition materials. The business,
founded in 1999 by Steve Johnson, 55,
guarantees zero waste to landfill, and
secured £5m in funding from growthcapital firm BGF to support this goal in
2016. The aggregates it produces are
used to build roads, and it also extracts
metals from incinerator ash, which it
sells into Europe and Asia. International
sales hit £3.8m last year.
94 PolyBlend 40.26%
Plastics manufacturer
This Widnes firm was formed in 2009,
when management team Mark Stewart,
59, Dominic Barrow, 49, and David Hall,
54, bought out two UK divisions of
American plastics giant PolyOne. The
firm specialises in making plastisols —
liquid suspensions of PVC or acrylic —
used in the manufacture of everything
from fishing tackle to flooring. It also
makes Pantone pigment dispersions for
paints and inks. International sales hit
£4.9m last year, with exports to Europe
accounting for 95%.

95 Net World Sports 40.03%
Online sports goods retailer
Alex Lovén, 31, started Net World Sports
in 2009 with £13,000 savings from his
Saturday job. The Wrexham firm now
has a 5,000-strong product range —
including its own-brand Forza goals,
rugby balls and tennis rackets — and sells
to 190 countries. Its 13 international
websites helped boost overseas sales to
£13.6m last year.
96 Welland Power 39.45%
Generator manufacturer
For more than 60 years, this familyowned firm has been manufacturing
diesel generators at its factory in
Lincolnshire. Under managing director
Charlie Farrow, 38 — the third generation
of his family to head the business — it
produces more than 2,500 generators a
year, 95% of which end up abroad,
providing power for schools, hospitals,
airports and police stations in west
Africa, Kenya, China and Sri Lanka.
International sales hit £20.6m last year.
97 Weaving Machinery 38.85%
Agricultural machinery manufacturer
Owned and run by the Weaving family
since 1983, this Worcestershire business
makes and sells agricultural machinery,
from crop sprayers to cultivators. At its
60,000 sq ft site it also refurbishes used
equipment for resale, and has a parts
and servicing department carrying
7,000 lines. Its exports — predominantly
to farmers in Europe — overtook
domestic sales for the first time last year,
reaching £9m under founder and
managing director Edward Weaving, 65.
It says this growth has been helped by a
subsidiary in Holland, as well as regional
sales managers covering France,
Denmark, Poland and Bulgaria.
98 Reid Lifting 38.70%
Portable lifting equipment
This Welsh firm’s lightweight portable
lifting equipment helps customers safely
carry out work such as manoeuvring
heavy oil pumps, rope work on high-rise
buildings, and repairing museum
artefacts. Founded in 1996, the company
started exporting in 1999, and its
overseas customers include the Vatican
and Louvre museums. International
sales grew to £3.6m last year, and in
March it was bought by investor Pure
Lifting. As part of the deal, Simon Luke,
49, replaced Nick Battersby, 59, as
managing director.
99 Grampian Continental 36.37%
Freight transport
From a 50-metre wind turbine blade to
an 80-ton offshore oil and gas structure,
this Aberdeenshire transport
company says it can handle all shapes
and sizes, thanks to its specialised fleet
and experienced drivers. Co-founders
Gavin Murray, 44, Michael Lacey, 46,
and Neil Bremner, 55, set up the
company in 2009 after their previous
employer Grampian Freight was
bought by Swiss shipping giant
Panalpina. The trio set up an office in
Holland, helping international sales hit
£6.3m last year.
100 Rarewaves 35.58%
Music & electronics retailer
Music industry veteran Brad Aspess, 63
— who owns more than 100,000 vinyl
records — noticed a gap in the market
for selling music memorabilia online,
and launched Rarewaves in 2005. Its
range of 500,000 products includes
music, video games, books and
costumes, which it sells on
marketplaces such as Amazon, eBay
and France’s Fnac. International sales
reached £17.1m last year, representing
85% of total turnover. This growth has
been boosted by launching new
products, as well as expansion in
America and Australia.

